Bmw 318ti forum

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. September edited May in BMW. I'm in the
market for one and want to knwo the pro's and con's of ownership. August I hope you've had an
opportunity to look the Edmunds Review on the ti. I sure did Who can help me? I took delivery
of a special order Club Sport in Essentially trouble free in over 35, miles of spirited driving. The
Z rated tires lasted 28, miles including numerous track days and autocrosses. She loves it! The
only downside for some is the relatively small 1. Don't expect M3 acceleration. However,if you
let it wind out, you will be pleasantly surprised. It looks like will be the last year for the ti for a
few years at least. They are a lot of fun for the money. I love the ti for its good looks and great
handaling it is also one of the best looking cars I have ever seen also its an affordable BMW it a
great car and is reliable and is just the thing I want dispite of its short comings. Just wondering
if anyone out there can give me their experiences with the ti with an open air roof. Just
wondering how close it really is to a convertible leaks, squeaks, sun and all I currently drive a
miata and really need a little more space and this is something i'm looking at. Also what are
people actually paying for ti's both new and used? Thanks in advance. I was just in the
"convertibles" area of the town hall and someone had raised some issues concerning the
reliability of a ti Anyone who owns a ti sport: how is the ride tire noise of the sport over the
standard suspension? Is it that different from the standard suspension? To all ti owners: Does
anyone know how to increase power out of the inline 4. I thought a supercharger might work, or
changing the air management system to a hot film 30 hp and 30 lb-ft of torque. A turbo is to
erratic, with on and off boost. The Active's ride is a bit softer but not much quieter. The Sport
Package is the hot ticket for the enthusiast. The cheapest bang for the buck is a Supersprint
exhaust and a Conforti chip available from Turner Motorsport. You should pick up about 20hp.
Check out the links page at After getting cranked back up on the Courier project, and
continuing to use my Expedition, I've realized it's in my best interests to cut losses now and sell
the 3rd car. Z3 Steering Rack - quicker ratio, used but would be good replacement. Lower
control arms Meyle HD - seem to be preferred for handling and durability. Pretty rust free, much
better than I expected a Michigan car to be and I'm from the rust-free south. DSII wheels, 2 17x7.
PPO had swapped to this M-Tech interior, but dyed the gray carpet black, and painted the center
console. I swapped these out with interior from a true black interior TI to try and clean it up
some. I think it looks much better - even got the rear parcel cover. Reverse switch - Sometimes
the reverse lights just stay on. Could be because some of the rear light panel is made up of
LED's, or could be this switch going bad. Steering rack seals are apparently not in good shape I would take this as an opportunity to upgrade to the Z3 rack for a quicker ratio. The steering
coupler - seems to be common on E36's for them to get sticky. I sprayed mine with grease and it
moves smoothly but should still be replaced. Front Shocks: I was planning to do the whole front
end in one go, from steering rack to shocks and everything in between more or less. Can
interfere with hood opening up. Electric fan doesn't seem to turn on - the sensor is new. I
haven't followed the wiring to see if there's a split, or if the fan itself is to blame. In my relatively
few short trips around town it hasn't been a big deal, I just watch the temp gauge. Rear
speakers - at one point, they were hooked up to an amplifier, but the wires are cut. When I
swapped to the "true" black interior I noticed this. They are still cut, but I may look into
soldering them back into working. Driver's door panel put back on - bought it with it off, and it's
still that way. I don't have the hardware. Both interior door sills that came with the car have the
clip retainers broken off. I have the new clips, but I haven't ordered new black door sills yet. But
I've set a deadline for my Courier, and having the money and space from getting this gone
would really help me out. Listed on GRM first. More pictures to follow in the coming days, or
feel free to reach out if you want to see anything in particular. PM me on here is the best way to
start talking. Passenger window regulator came off track. The shop that set it in originally said
the window mounts were a little bent. Make offers! Still in my driveway. Drove it to work
Monday, and I'll drive it back home upcoming Monday when I'm back in town. I'll check on Belt
tension when I get it back home to see how the belt is slipping on the WP and causing that. Still
fun to drive. Still here. I have a new resistor which I expect to fix the radiator fan issue. I've bled
the coolant system once more to get some air out, and I'll do it again. Exhaust leak was trans
tunnel insulation sagging onto the exhaust - it has been cut back and the smell is much more
normal. Exhaust rattle is a weld holding the exhuast to the tranmission broke. Just needs a
rubber isolator and a little time. Batch of fuel injector cleaner in the fuel tank. This thing's
probably been driven under miles in the last 2. There's a ground wire for the front right brake
pad sensor that's broken and corroded, so dash lights are on for brake pads and brake info.
New driver's side wiper arm and wiper blade installed. Nobody here is looking for a pretty solid
E36? We moved to Oak Park a few months ago so pickup is even easier. I'll shoot you a text

next week and see if I can come over and grab them! Is that just for work, or did you move all
the way up here? Come get it this weekend. I'm supposed to re-register it in December and I
don't want to. Now comes with more new parts courtesy of AngryCorvair. I'll drive it to the
Michigan Meet-up this week if anyone local is interested.. Drove it into work today. Cruise
control works, heat works, rear defrost and rear wiper work. Honestly a comfortable cruising
car. I have the hardware for the driver's door panel, should get that put back on this week! Hey
guys. Still registered insured and drivable took it to the movies this weekend but I'm tired of
looking at it. If the current wheels aren't your style, can work out something to get you some
staggered Style 32's 17 x 7. Hey guys, desperately want this gone. New horn in place and
working, new turn signal harness in place of some crappy connections on the old one. Going to
put in a "new" Cam Position Sensor this weekend after noticing a slight dampness under the
one that's in there now. Could be the cause of some the related "weird" issues. I'll post back.. I
DD'ed it for a few weeks and popped a tire on a pothole thanks Michigan , hoping to get that
replaced this week and it'll be ready to roll again. You'll need to log in to post. Log in. Login
Digital Edition Buy a Subscription. Can interfere with hood opening up Electric fan doesn't
seem to turn on - the sensor is new. Kinda smelly, haven't really looking into fixing it yet. Bump,
drove it to work today. Lots of fun with the sunroof open. Still need it gone.. Really need this off
my insurance and my property. Genuinely open to offers. All rear LED's have been removed and
replaced with regular bulbs. Been putting more miles on this, still driving better as it gets driven
more! We still live in Canton. Hey guys, Please buy this! Jump To Lots of Fabrication Talk. Try
Our Other Magazine. Get our newsletter Sign up. Follow us on. All rights reserved. Site by Rise.
General discussions about BMWs, not specific to a particular model or one of our other Forums
thanks to Intercity Lines. Shifter light on in park Discuss turbocharging and supercharging your
BMW engine. Also force-feeding Nitrous, Propane or water. Technique Tuning - Still Discuss
"organized" racing, bmw club racing, car set-ups, driving techniques, track tips, events, driving
schools, maintenance and more thanks to Bimmerparts. E36 M3, from dual Convertible Chassis
Discuss your car's electronics; head units, amplifiers, speakers, wiring, security, radar, etc.
Keep your BMW always looking its very best. Discuss the best detailing methods and get tips
on that prize-winning shine from Autogeek. Best vinyl cleaner? Do you need help with general
mechanical problems or have questions about maintenance procedures? Oxygen Sensor BMW
E90 Can bus project HELP: troubles after Do you need help with diagnostic software or have
installation questions? This is the place to post tall tales about racing. Bimmerforums does not
endorse illegal street racing. A generous bonnet, a long wheelbase and short overhangs are
typically associated with sports cars. Here they make it clear that the BMW 1 Series is similarly
dedicated to driving pleasure. Starter motor for F It was the successor to the coupe, and has
now been produced in five different incarnations and a no less than five different bodystyles.
The 4 series is the new 2 door 3 series starting in Climate Control Module From the very
beginning the 5 Series has had cutting edge styling with leading edge performance.
Comfortable on a plush drive, or capable in a performance setting, the 5 Series has always done
it all. BMW Owner - Valves Following the success of the BMW 3. The new 6 Series continues this
impressive heritage, offering a ride that is smooth as butter with its luxurious appointments and
smooth drive train. But when asked, its hefty engine will remind you that it is more than simply
another grand tourer, but a BMW at heart. S38B38 into my e The flagship BMW 7 Series has
sparked the imagination with idea that luxury does not have to come at the sacrifice of
performance since its birth in Well appointed with thick leather, wood trim, and more gadgets
than Bond could shake a stick at, the 7 Series is the epitome of a luxury cruiser, and a fast, well
handling one at that. E38 roundel sizes? To this day BMW M continues to produce some of the
most highly tuned street legal cars available in full production. BMW M offers modified engines,
suspension, interior trim, aerodynamics and exterior styling. The objective of BMW M is to sell
factory production sports cars that are comfortable enough for everyday use while offering
uncompromised driving satisfaction and performance. Brake lights and Sportier and with more
car like agility than the standard SUV, with all of the hauling perks for a more active lifestyle.
Introduced in , the X5 continues to be a hit. The younger sibling, the X3, was born in What does
this part do? The philosophy of a sports car that is also practical was born in the , and has
carried on to its successor, the 3 Series. Turbo flare trimming E3 Racer. Buy, sell or trade your
BMW car with other members. Buyer caution is urged as Bimmerforums is not responsible for
transactions made here. Buy, sell or trade your BMW goodies with other members. Sponsor:
Bavarian Auto Recycling. F10 Looking for FEM module Member initiated group purchases and
specials offered by our supporting vendors. Brought to you by "eBay. Members, do you have
something to say about a vendor, dealership or shop? Supporting Vendors, do you have a
product development update or a general status update on your operation? This forum is
dedicated to non BMW related items. We strongly suggest that you use eBay to market your

items due to the volume of transactions that will be taking place. You can use this forum to post
a longer description and a link to your eBay auction or sale. General discussion and questions
about what's going on in your regional area. All your in depth conversation about video gaming
and video gaming consoles. Cyberpunk Posting pics of her Got an idea or a question about the
operation of the board? Let us hear it. Please take our surveys at your convenience. Email
Notifications Remember Me? Lighting sponsored by BAVToys. Last Post: Shifter light on in
park Forced Induction. For Sale Parts Classifieds. Last Post: Technique Tuning - Still Last Post:
E36 M3, from dual Professional Motorsports sponsored by Bimmerworld. Last Post: Convertible
Chassis Last Post: my e70 X5 35d Last Post: Best vinyl cleaner? Engine Conversions. Last
Post: E90 Can bus project Engine Tuning. Diagnostic Software. Kill Stories. Last Post: Starter
motor for F Last Post: Climate Control Module Last Post: S38B38 into my e Last Post: E38
roundel sizes? M series. Last Post: Brake lights and Last Post: X5 Diesel - Cranks Z Series. Last
Post: What does this part do? Last Post: Turbo flare trimming Last Post: manual i Other Items.
Video Gaming. Last Post: Posting pics of her Last Post: Email Notifications Last Post: Lincoln
Navigator What's Going On? Forum Threads. Is the rear diff ratio of a No interior lights after
sport All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. All logos are registered
trademarks of their official owners. Digital Point modules: Sphinx-based search. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June in BMW. Please Help!!! I've been thinking about
purchasing a '99 Ti, but I don't know if that would be a wise investment. I am aware that
December '98 was the last month of production for the states. I have also heard that BMW has
plans to introduce a new line of cars, similar to the current Ti. Is this true? And if so, when?
Should I buy, or should I wait for something new? July If it is offered in the US it will feature the
2. The current ti is still a sweet car; My wife and I have two. For the money, they are the most
BMW driving fun short of an M3. September This is the last car you want to get from the BMer
folks. Please elaborate; share your boundless wisdom October Anyone have an update on
whether or not BMW plans on bringing a new ti to the U. If yes, when? Also wish the Audi A3
would come here. I hear that the E46 Compact is US bound, but not for a year at least. And it will
be a ti. Thanks, div2. BMW reps tells me they may come out with a new version of the classic ,
but NOT a new ti--and they insist that they would know if it were coming for the model year.
Meanwhile, enjoy your ti--I may look for a used one. Obvious similarities are the hatchback and
European engineering. Has anyone driven all three of these and therefore have real-world
driving experience? You wont catch me saying anyting bad about any of the three. I'm a die
hard RWD man so my nod goes to the ti. My two 95 and 98 tis have been essentially trouble free.
The ti and GTI have the most aftermarket parts available. Don't know much about Saabs; I tend
to think that they are a bit of an acquired taste. Still fun though. I have a 96 ti and want to put in
a cd changer. The ti, like all modern BMW's, comes pre-wired. My 96 ti is now 3. It's a great car.
Gas mileage is excellent. Much better and more reliable car than the Saab, and far more prestige
if you care than the VW. I wouldn't hesitate to buy one. BTW, with traction control, it handles
well in all weather, including snow. I use four Bridgestone Blizzak's and think they're great. OK,
thanks for the replies. I actually don't care about the prestige factor of BMW and if anything find
the snob appeal a real negative. All in all the ti just seems to be a better car. Used prices seem
high, though, and so its tempting just to get a new GTI. I still can't figure out why people look
down on hatchbacks--it just adds an element of practicality and no downside as far as I can tell.
That is why I won't consider the Volvos or Audis A3 not available here. November An absolute
ball to drive. I take it to autcrosses, but it is still stock save for some sticky tires. Don't let the 4
cylinder fool you, this is a great car. Definately go for the sport package which features M
division tuning of the suspension. This is definately the modern " March Finding a great used ti
takes a lot of effort Good price, great condition car, it seems. Will be in the area next week and
can take a look. Both are in good condition, though the '98 is more loaded. To be honest, buying
a used car makes me rather nervous. Does anyone have an update on a new ti coming out from
BMW? Alternatively, I can just opt for the new turbo Golf or a Saab Thanks for any thoughts on
this!! One more thing: the '98 ti is dark green, light grey interior; the '97 is a lighter blue "Alaska
blue" , black interior. Asking to review the service records may help reduce your used car
anxiety, peter If they are not available, I'd think long and hard about the purchase. Having a
competent mechanic do a pre-purchase inspection of the car for you is another investment in
peace of mind. Does the ti require the use of premium fuel? I have not heard anything about a ti
in any of my car mags including my british ones. I have an '96 ti that I adore. The gas milage is
great and yes it does take premium and it is a joy on canyon roads. I bought mine used from the
dealer. The hatch had been damaged in shipping an a bmw suit had been driving it for a year. I
had some problems with the hatch lock which were fixed, and my fuel gauge still has some

wonky habits when filled. My father, despite his fancier cars, still "borrows" mine whenever he
has the chance. You can get a car that is more powerful, but you will be hard pressed to find
one that is more fun to drive. It has a very sturdy feel, and is very reliable. The caveat being that
I live in SoCal and my ti does not have traction control. During the first rain, when the grease is
slicked, not washed away, I have had some problems starting up from traffic lights. The
hatchback is very pratical, and the other 3 series that I have test driven certainly can not really
improve on the fun. As long as you don't live on a dirt road and the ti has traction control and
good tires, you will never regret buying one. Speaking of dirt roads, I have actually moved to
one with snow so I am afraid my precious ti will have to go, however I don't think it is going very
far as I left it with my father and he hasn't stopped driving it since. His audi a8, and lexus coupe
are getting lonely. June What is real?? Depends on the area as well as demand; I'd say 17,
would be a fair , though just a SWAG on my part August I own a ti with 25, miles I purchased it
new in October of on it and it has been in the shop 10 times in the past year for various reasons.
As I write this, it has been at the dealer for 9 days. The main problem has been a very rough idle
after the car is warmed up and it has also failed to start on three occasions this year. Until
today, 2 different dealerships have failed to find anything wrong with the car. Finally, this week
they realized that two of the four cylinders are not running properly and have found carbon
deposits in the engine. They are now telling me that the problem has been the fuel that I have
been using in the car. I do believe that the carbon deposits are causing the problems but my
question to anyone with knowledge of BMW's is: 1 Can poor gas really cause this much damage
to a car with only 25, miles on it? Or could there be something wrong with the car that they are
failing to tell me about? I am just curious as to what niche the ti fills. The BMW is much slower
than equally priced, quirky hatchback VR6 Volkswagens, and handles far less capably than a
new model honda prelude. Is it strictly the desire for the nameplate, if so, it seems this is
analagous to sewing a calvin klein tag onto a pair of Lee jeans. I was inspired to look into this
after I witnesed a 4 dr accord V-6 destroy one form a red light, this occuring after the BMW
driver was taunting the 4-dr with the whole rev my engine gig. I thought that this couldn't be, a
sporty BMW beat by a family hauler It interests me how BMW avoided the lack of guts lable for
this vehicle, a problem which has plagued the infiniti G20 extremely capable in the twisities, but
the hp bogs hard. After looking at the numbers, I would be hard pressed to pick the Bimmer
over the infiniti. Everyone knows BMW makes the best sport sedans in the world, but how on
earth did they let this one slip out of the stables. Well, thats my 0. What do you think? I am
thinking of buying a '97 BMW ti with the M3 sports suspension. Car is extremely clean with an
RD exhaust, roof rack and bra and 42K on the odometer. I own a '92 Nissan SER which seems
quicker, but have had some problems with it. It is supposed to be a reliable car but now I am
wondering because of some problems popping up with them recently. If so, it is a Sport
Package car, which is probably the most-wanted ti out there. The tis are relatively trouble free;
check for worn upper shock mounts in the rear as well as a manual tranny that pops out of first
or second. Fuel senders have failed in the US due to gasoline composition. Ditto for a
pre-purchase inspection by a good BMW technician. Arctic Silver with leather and cloth interior.
The car is flawless and has been given a 5 star inspection report for the mechanical and exterior
and interior portions of the car. Also has some extras with it. The owner has been very careful
with the car and it is obvious it has been given TLC. I am just choking on the 17K price tag since
Edmunds lists the "fair market value" as 16K. But the owner will not move on the price and is
even a little irritated with me because he thinks his asking price is more than fair, considering
other cars for sale in this area. Southern Cal is probably a little on the high side in relation to
other parts of the country. I haven't been able to find a 97 ti sport anywhere close to what I want
to pay. So this extremely immaculate 97 sport for 17K is probably the best I will do in the SoCal
market. Thanks for all the info on websites and aftermarket stuff. My husband is looking to buy
a 99 ti. The cost is 18k. According to Edmunds guide that price seems fair. I would appreciate
any input on reliability and maintanence costs. Thanks in advance for any advice. See my post
27 in this topic. Maintenance costs vary wildly depending on where you have the work
performed. That said, there are many excellent dealers as well. Hope this helps. Any feedback
on reliability? My husband is now leaning towards a new Integra because of the reliability issue,
not to mention the costs for a new Integra is almost comparable to a used I'd appreciate any
input you have on reliability. Thanks Again. My has miles on it. It has required two
non-scheduled trips to the dealer. One was to reset the SRS light at miles, and the second was
to replace the alarm module and a fuel sender at miles. I replaced the front pads at FWIW, my ti
sees a couple of track weekends every year. My wife's ti had a bad steering rack at delivery but
other than that, zero problems until we sold it last week at miles. The only reason we sold it was
due to the fact we needed a larger car. There's nothing wrong with the Honda, but don't base
your decision on a perceived difference in reliability-it doesn't exist. Dealer told me rear shock

mounts need replacing. I am planning to replace them myself. From your experience with ti's,
could you tell me if this job requires some special tools? My car is '95 ti with 79, miles. You'll
find more than enough information. I have also heard that the hot ticket is now the E46 rear
mount, but I haven't confirmed that yet. I would at least use the E30 convertible mount. The
Group N mount is nice but pricey Whatever you do, be sure and replace the gasket between the
mount and the body- otherwise water may get in. Let me know if you have any other questions.
Thanks your advice and link. I have been waiting for the IT to come back to the US, has anyone
heard if this is going to happen or not and, if so, when Can anyone give me any idea what they
are going for and what is a fair price to pay Thanks in advance for you reply. Re: rear shock
mounts- the E30 convertible mounts are stiffer and more durable than the stock ti mounts.
There are some aftermarket mounts out there as well, but they aren't necessary unless you plan
to frequently track the car. Of course, that's what they said about the E36 Compact as well. It
was an Active with sunroof, heated seats, and CD changer. Go to That should give you an idea
of what tis are going for. April Repleced mounts last Sunday. My 95 ti has almost 80, miles.
Bought used in '99 with 60 K. Non-scheduled stops -none. Repleced front seat buckle - under
warranty. New transmission on 77, miles - under warranty. Old one was fine - just thought would
be nice to have a new one before warranty expires. Told dealer 1-st gear pops out thanks to
Town Hall posts, i think div2 mentioned once about some cars in 95 had defect in manual
transmissions, and BMW aknowledged that. Other then that - no other problems. New Integra, I
agree completely, would be a very good alternative. The new one is promised to be hot though.
Integra is very nimble and handling is very good, built quality is impressive, just the wrong set
of wheels pulls her. You don't have that precise steering feel in Integra as you have in BMW. It's
also beleived by most that it's more reliable, but I think it just more abuse tolarable, as all
Japanese cars. Take good care of BMW - it will run for 20 years, it's really built to last. Drive
both cars and decide what you like most. You can't go wrong either way. I bought a '98 IT active
package with 20K about 2 months ago. Today I had the oil changed at the local BOW dealership.
I had several items covered under warranty such as passenger's side mirror adjust was
malfunctioning, bad odor emanating from ventilation system with a. The first two items were
covered under warranty, but the third, malfunctioning speakers, was not I was very pleased with
the dealership and the warranty service policy. They even washed and vacuumed my car! This
is my first BOW and if all remains at this level of satisfaction or better I believe I may be a
convert for life! In my many years of owning Honda's 3 , Toyota's 2 , Volvo's 1 , Scab's 1 ,
Mercedes 2 , Porsche 1 I've never had such a wonderful experience driving and owning such a
wonderful auto, or visiting a service department. I'm going to need new tires in about 5k miles.
Anyone know these tires. I don't need to drive any more! Still, I'd like some road hugging ability.
Thanks, Wassabi. I would stay away from the Michelin MXV4. They are loud at highway speeds,
have terrible traction in the rain and snow, and have a problem with sudden loss of grip with
little to no warning I found that out the hard way when I spun 90 degrees with no warning while
attepting a turn at 35mph. They are relatively comfortable riding tires and lasted about K without
being rotated often, but the noise was just plain annoying and the rain traction a bit scary. They
also hydroplaned easily. This experience was with a 92 Accord with 15" wheels. If they sucked
on a front drive car, just imagine how bad they would be on a rear drive car. They also have
significantly cheaper prices than you will find at any tire chain store and deliver right to your
door. I have ordered through them many times and have been very happy with their customer
service. Thanks Ingtonge18 for your insight and info. Thanks in advance for any info. May If that
doesn't bother you any, than don't worry about it. The larger tires will enhance braking stability
and roadholding over the standard and make the wheelwells look fuller and sportier. Hi - I'm
new to this board but would appreciate anyone's input. Interior and exterior is in immaculate
condition, the owner has all service records and it seems to be in great condition. I was going to
take it to a mechanic to give an "check-up". The guy is asking 10, which seems reasonable
according to Kelly but a little high according to Edmunds. Suggestions for fair price? It does
have the Sport Package, cloth interior, sunroof, cruise etc. Thanks for your help! This morning I
took my car ti into the dealer for scheduled maintenance the yellow and red lights were on.
Does anyone have any insight as to why it would be so expensive for inspection and
maintenance? My car is a ti with 60, miles. Please respond If the dealer is proposing to do an
Inspection II, along with major brake work and other repairs, the cost could be quite high parts of an insect diagram
e350 super duty
msd 6420 wiring diagram
what are they including in the estimate? Like silver bullet, I'd want to see what else is on the
list. Found a super clean ti with "M" package and only 36, miles on it. The only problem that I

can see is that the wheels and tires may not be the right ones for this model with the "M"
package. Title search shows that this was a one owner car prior to being traded in. Tires are
new Michelin's. Dealer has about five other BMW's on his lot and a service area not open to the
public. My big question is have the wheels been switched on this particular vehicle? My second
question is can this car run on regular or does it require premium? This is my first BMW so any
help would be greatly appreciated. If the car you are looking at really did come with the "M" kit,
then it has lost its original wheels somewhere along the way. The original wheels were 16"
alloys with five rounded face spokes. Are you sure someone didn't take a base car and just
stick on a couple "M" kit parts, like the body pieces?

